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THE STORY

Jane Watson, an attractive airline stewardess, checks in at a hotel in Taormina, Sicily, but the name she signs in the visitors' book is Susan Chambers. After a bath she wraps herself in a towel and goes to the balcony to look at the beautiful beach below. As she stands there, the curtain moves behind her and a gloved hand appears holding an ugly .45 automatic. Two shots crash out and she falls... dead.

Captain Carlos Mordente of the local Police is soon on the scene investigating the murder. When he descends to the hotel lobby he sees another stewardess talking to the clerk. It is the real Susan Chambers who has let her friend Jane have her room for one night.

Susan is staggered to learn of the murder and realises her friend must have been killed in mistake for herself.

She runs to her lover, Terry Graham, who has a villa on the island to ask for his help. He is sympathetic but little more, for he is now fearful that news of the affair may reach his wealthy wife who spends most of her time in London.

Who wants to kill her? Is it her lover, Terry, who wishes to take this drastic means of ending the liaison; is it Eric Cunningham, an airline pilot whom she discovered smuggling drugs; or is it the Police Captain who has never forgiven her for accidentally causing the death of his wife? Any one of these three men might, even now, be planning her death.

In desperation she goes for help to Freddie, a good natured, American drunk who has been chasing her for a long time. She rows out to his yacht which is anchored in the bay and finds him lying in a drunken stupor. In the morning she asks him to take her to Malta, he agrees provided she pays for the passage. The payment — herself. She moves away from him and a grim chase follows on the deck of the yacht. She manages to break away from him and gain the shelter of the cabin. As she opens a cabinet door she sees that the inside of the door is plastered with very candid photographs of herself and realises that he must have been following her for years. Freddie is obviously suffering from an obsession for her... Suddenly, everything is made plain. Freddie is the murderer!

She turns in despair and sees a .45 automatic in a drawer and impulsively grabs for it. She hears the other's steps as he makes his way down from the deck. His eyes widen as he sees the gun in her hand. Promising to take her wherever she wishes he offers her the yacht's ignition key. Still talking he steps forward, then he lunges for her. As he does so, Susan fires and the impact knocks him halfway across the cabin. She fires again and until the magazine is empty. In the silence that follows she becomes aware of what she has done.

For a while she is in a state of panic and then realises she must plan what to do next. She looks down at the chart and notices that the water beneath the yacht's keel is 300 feet deep. She goes below again and opens the main seacock. A trickle, then a heavy rush of water pours out and she hastily returns to the deck. She removes her shoes and dress, wraps them in an oilskin, then slips over the side and begins the long swim towards the shore.

When she reaches it she looks seaward again. The yacht has gone. Light-headed with a new sense of freedom she runs into the town square, where a wild carnival is in progress. Suddenly she spots Eric and Carlos, the Police Captain. Both have been anxiously searching for her. Carlos tells her that she is now free to leave as the murderer has been arrested. For a moment Susan stares at him, then becomes indignant. Carlos shrugs and tells her that the Police have already had a confession and the gun. The murderer was a man whom the apparently innocent Jane had been blackmailing for some time.

At this Susan begins to shriek out that the Police have made a mistake and that it was Freddie who did the murder. The two look at her in surprise as she becomes hysterical, then each gently takes an arm to lead her back to the Hotel.

Behind them the noise of the carnival fades away... .

THE CAST

Sue .................................. ANN BELL
Freddie .................................. BRUCE BOA
Eric Cunningham .................. CONRAD PHILLIPS
Captain Carlos Mordente JULIAN SHERRIER
Terence Graham .......... ANTHONY BATE
Jane Watson ........ BRITTA VON KROGH

THE CREDITS

Screenplay by .................. DAVID OSBOURNE
Produced by .................. TERRY ASHWOOD
Associate Producer .......... LIONEL HOARE
Directed by .............. FREDERIC GOODE

ADVERTISING BLOCKS

STOP-OVER FOR EVER

1" S/C Price 8/-

2" D/C Price 9/6

ANN BELL
STOP-OVER FOREVER

also starring
BRUCE BOA - CONRAD PHILLIPS
JULIAN SHERRIER - ANTHONY BATE

Screenplay by DAVID SHIGNORE - Produced by TERRY ADKINS
Associate Producer LANCE HAYNES - Directed by THOMAS BARR

Price 8/6

PUBLICITY AIDS . . . from A.B.-PATHÉ

POSTERS
Attractive Full Colour Posters

One Sheet (27" x 40") ........................................ 3/- each
(Illustration as cover)

PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGEMENTS

Enlargements suitable for foyer or window displays
are obtainable in the following sizes:—

11" x 14" ........................................ 3/3
16" x 20" ........................................ 10/-
20" x 30" ........................................ 15/-
30" x 40" ........................................ 30/-

Other sizes can be supplied to your specification.

BLACK/WHITE STILLS

10" x 8" — Sets of eight, twenty, thirty and fifty, or
to your specification.
11" x 14" — Sets of eight or to your specification.

PRESS BOOK

Further supplies of the Press Book can be obtained
price 1/- each.

TRAILER

An attractive trailer is available at current
laboratory prices.

All orders for the above publicity material and
enquiries regarding other publicity support should
be addressed to:—

ASSOCIATED BRITISH-PATHE LTD., 2-4 Dean Street, London, W.1
Block No. SOF 1
Still No. SOF 101
Price 10/6
Price 1/6
Trapped on an African-bound yacht by a drunken American playboy, English air-hostess Ann Bell pulls a gun on her kidnapper in "Stop-over Forever", an unusual murder story from Associated British-Pathe, to be released through A.B.-Pathe.

Block No. SOF 2
Still No. SOF 102
Price 8/6
Price 1/6
Ann Bell stars as a pretty English air-hostess involved in a vicious murder plot while on holiday in Spain in "Stop-over Forever", Associated British-Pathe murder drama for A.B.-Pathe release.

SUDDEN DEATH ON ROMANTIC ISLAND
Filmed entirely on location in Sicily, "Stop-over Forever" is a story of passion, suspicion and sudden death, set against the lovely scenery of this romantic island. Susan Chambers, a young airline hostess, checks in at her holiday hotel to learn that her girl-friend has been murdered. She suspects that the other girl has been killed in mistake for her... but who is the killer, and when will he strike again? The tension builds to a tremendous climax which is set against a wild carnival in Taormina. Lovely Ann Bell stars as Susan Chambers with Bruce Boa, Conrad Phillips, Julian Sherrier and Anthony Bate, as four men who want her — and one wants her... dead!
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